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Select cane that is gouged 1.1-1.3 mm thick and cut to 120 mm length. Shape using a #1 or #2 shaper. Use the folding shaper 
or the two-piece straight shaper. The straight shaper will generally provide more consistent results because the shaping blade 
will not be able to be held at an angle to the cane. The finished shape should be 14-16 mm wide at the crease, 8-9 mm wide at 
the throat and 9-10 mm wide at the back.
 
The Fox #1 shaper is 14.8 mm/8.5 mm/9.25 mm. The Fox #2 shaper is 15.3 mm/8.75 mm/9.5 mm.
 
When completed, the width of the tip of the reed should be 14-15 mm, the width of the throat 7-8 mm, and the diameter of the 
back 8-9 mm.
 
1. Soak gouged, shaped, and profiled cane at least 8 hours (overnight). To make the cane softer and easier to work, soak for 
several days being sure to change the water every day so that the cane doesn’t start to rot.
 
2. Using flat knife blade or file, slightly bevel the edges of the ends 20 mm from each end. This is to assure proper seating of 
the two tube halves.
 
3. Sand inside of cane with fine grade (#400) wettable sandpaper.
 
4. Carefully fold midpoint of cane over the flat of a knife to prevent tearing, and hold the tube end together. Evenly score the 
tube 15 mm from each end to the end—scratch through the bark with a knife point or razor blade.
 
5. Using #22 brass wire, wrap wires around tube once, then twist at the following distances from the end:
 
 3d wire     3mm from bottom of reed to bottom of 3d wire
 2d wire     8mm between 1st and 2d wires
 1st wire     26mm from bottom of reed to bottom of 1st wire
 
Alternate the direction of the wires.
 
6. Tighten the wires firmly, particularly the first and second wires, then open the tube slightly with pliers. Insert mandrel. 
Working with care, form the tube around the mandrel with pliers. Tighten the wires again, pulling against the mandrel with the 
first and second wires, against the cane with the third wire.
 
7. Allow the reed to dry thoroughly. This may take as long as 72 hours, but usually 48 hours are sufficient. The longer the cane 
dries, the better the tube will hold its shape. Some reedmakers will allow the blanks to dry for months before finishing. When 
dry and ready to finish, tighten the wires again.
 
8. When thoroughly dry, the wires tight, the reed should be wrapped with cotton embroidery string (or FF nylon twine). Start 
behind the second wire and wrap back toward the first wire. Cover the first wire by forming a turban or ball above it. Seal the 
wrapping with waterproofing material (Duco cement, plastic coating, fingernail polish, etc.).
 
9. If necessary, cut the shell (bark) 28mm from the bottom end. File through the shell and remove any bark that remains above 
the shoulder. The dry reed should be soaked for at least 5 minutes before cutting off the tip. The total length of the reed is 
56-57mm. Support the reed with mandrel and cutting block and cut off the tip using a straight blade (not scraping) knife (or, 
preferably, use a tip cutting tool). The distance from the top of the first wire to the tip is 30mm. This length may be adjusted 
slightly (no more than 1 mm either way) to facilitate tuning.



 
10. The reed should never be worked on from now on without using the mandrel and plaque. Place the reed firmly on the 
mandrel and carefully insert the plaque between the blades.
 
 A scraping procedure is used to systematically and evenly remove cane from the lay of the reed in the finishing process.
 
Scrape the corners of the tip (area #1) using knife and/or file. Be sure to keep both sides and both blades the same. Try to 
produce a taper from side to side as well as back to front.
 
Next move to area #2 and scrape the sides forward off the tip—through area #1. Repeat this for area #3—begin in area #3, 
scrape through area #2 and off the tip through area #1. Always leave the heart and spine alone. Taper the edge of the heart 
area toward the tip corners.

The final product must be play tested and the blades adjusted for "crow". Remove more cane from the tip to improve 
articulation, remove more cane from the back sides to improve low range. Notice the silhouette shows lighter corners. Adjust 
tip opening with the wires: flatten first wire or open second wire to close tip; flatten second wire or open first wire to open tip.

If any of these is true...

•Reed too soft
•Pitch is flat
•Tone is "blatty"
•Flabby double crow

Try these, one at a time in order (play test your reed after each adjustment)...

•Round wires (squeeze from sides) 
•Ream out tube so that reed fits further on the bocal
•Trim a small amount off tip to shorten reed

If any of these is true...

•Reed too hard
•Pitch is sharp
•Tone is edgy or harsh
•Little or no "double" crow

Try these, one at a time in order (play test your reed after each adjustment)...

•Flatten wires slightly
•Remove bark all the way back to 1st wire
•Sand both blades all over
•Thin the tip, especially the corners
•Remove cane from "rails" (area in the back half of reed midway between center and edge of blade)--blend toward tip 
corners


